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and the other just ahead of the overhead rear 

light module. The microphones capture low-

end drivetrain frequencies inside the cabin 

and send a signal to the ANC unit. The control 

unit then creates a precisely timed reverse 

phase audio signal that is sent to an amplifier, 

which powers the door speakers and the 

subwoofer positioned on the rear deck. The 

system operates whenever the car is running, 

regardless of whether the car’s sound system 

is on or off. 

{ VISION }  In a first for Honda, the Legend 

features Active Front lighting System (AFS) 

and Xenon, High Intensity Discharge (HID) 

headlights (see fig. 6). Designed to give increased 

illumination and visibility at night, AFS 

enables the left low-beam unit to swivel 20 

degrees to the left and the right low-beam to 

swivel 20 degrees to the right, according to 

input from the steering wheel and the vehicle’s 

speed sensors. This movement illuminates a 

larger area of road surface throughout a bend 

and around the corner of an intersection, 

minimising blind spots, giving the driver more 

time to react to a potential hazard. Xenon 

HID low-beam bulbs use a high voltage current 

that passes between two electrodes to create a 

plasma arc, giving them their brightness and 

‘daylight-like’ illumination. They provide a 

lighting pattern that has both a longer and 

wider illumination spread to that of traditional 

non-Xenon bulbs, and have a projected life 

span of 1500 hours, compared to 1000 hours 

for a normal tungsten bulb.

{ ABSOLUTE COMFORT } In the new 

Legend, luxury starts with the 8-way power 

driver’s seat, which lets you tailor your perfect 

driving position (see fig. 7). The indulgence 

continues with the quality leather†† interior, 

electric sunroof and an in-dash CD/DVD 

Audio, 6 disc changer, BOSE 10 speaker 

sound system (see fig. 8). To enhance your 

environment, the Legend has a climate control 

system that is both vertically and horizontally 

independent. This dual mode, dual zone 

system allows the driver and front passenger to 

set temperature and vent modes to their 

individual liking. It is so user focused that it 

facilitates temperature fine tuning between 

the upper and lower vents on each side. 

Meanwhile, a pair of large adjustable vents in 

the rear of the centre console keeps the rear 

seat area comfortable with subtle changes in 

airflow. The system further contributes to 

overall passenger comfort with its position-

sensing ability. Using solar sensors to 

determine the sun’s position, the system 

automatically adjusts the temperature and 

airflow accordingly. And to protect you from 

radiant heat, the Legend also has electric rear-

window and manual side window sunshades.

{ PROTECTION }  High performance 

should always be matched by high levels of 

safety, and the Legend is equipped with a 

comprehensive range of safety features. 

Starting with a braking system designed to 

provide optimal stopping power at both ends 

of the car, called Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA). 

VSA utilises the Legend’s electronic Traction 

Control System and Anti-lock Brakes, together 

with yaw and longitudinal/lateral acceleration 

sensors which quickly detect if the vehicle is 

about to understeer or oversteer. If it senses 

this, VSA seamlessly reduces engine output 

and applies one or more brakes individually to 

stabilise the vehicle – before the driver becomes 

aware of it. Safety is further enhanced by 

Electronic Brake force Distribution, which 

automatically adjusts the front/rear brake 

pressure to suit conditions. Meanwhile, 

outstanding structural safety is provided by 

two Honda innovations Advanced 

Compatibility Engineering (ACE) and G-

Force Control technology (G-Con). ACE is 

designed to deliver significantly enhanced 

occupant protection in a variety of crash 

conditions, including a frontal collision. The 

ACE structure uses the engine compartment 

to efficiently absorb and disperse collision 

energy in a head-on vehicle-to-vehicle impact. 

This greatly reduces the chance of deformation 

of the passenger compartment. ACE works in 

unison with G-Con technology (see fig. 9).  

G-Con ensures progressive crumple zones in 

the front and rear of the car absorb  

crash forces by progressively deforming, while 

a combination of high-tensile steel components 

contribute to a highly protective shell that 

protects from every direction. Working 

alongside this are the dual front i-SRS airbags, 

front passenger and driver side SRS airbags 

and rear and side SRS curtain airbags. The 

two front airbags possess dual stage and dual 

threshold technology, which activate according 

to impact severity. During a severe collision 

both stages fire at the same time to provide 

immediate inflation of the airbag, but during 

a moderate collision, the igniters fire in 

sequence, slowing the deployment rate of the 

airbags. As well, the Legend’s front passenger 

seat is equipped with our Occupant Position 

Detection System – a unique system designed 

to deactivate the side air bag if a small child 

leans into the side air bag deployment path. In 

a substantial side impact, the full-length side 

curtain airbags deploy from roof modules, 

providing head protection for front seat as 

well as outboard back seat passengers.

{ FURTHER SAFETY }  In another Honda 

first, all three rear seats of the Legend are 

equipped with special head restraints, for 

safety as well as comfort. When there are no 

passengers in the backseat, the driver can 

remotely lower the head restraints by means of 

a control in the overhead console. When 

passengers are travelling in the back, they can 

manually return the headrests to their upright 

positions. What’s more, safety is a priority 

even when reversing. Every Legend is  

equipped with an automatically activated, 

rear-mounted video camera and in-dash 

monitor, so you can clearly see what lies 

behind. 

 { POWER }  It begins under the bonnet, 

with the most powerful engine ever offered in 

a production Honda. The Legend is powered 

by a potent 3.5 litre, 24 valve, all-aluminium 

SOHC race-bred VTEC engine that produces 

an astonishing 217 kW of power at 6,200rpm, 

and 351 Nm at 5,000rpm (see fig. 1).  

A high inertia intake system, increased 

compression ratio, close-coupled catalytic 

converters and high flow exhaust help make 

the Legend the most powerful Honda ever sold 

in Australia. And not only is it extremely 

powerful, it achieves 11.8 litres per 100km†.  

{ CONTROL }  Meanwhile, the Legend’s 

Formula One inspired, 5-speed sequential 

shift automatic transmission lets the driver 

choose the convenience of a conventional 

automatic, or the thrill of manual changing. 

The manual mode is selected by moving the 

lever into the Sequential SportShift gate, with 

a forward or reverse nudge of the lever for up 

or downshifts (see fig. 2). Alternatively, the 

steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters let 

you change gears without taking your hands off 

the wheel (see fig. 3). The unit has the widest 

ratio spread of any 5-speed automatic 

transmission in its class, to maximise 

acceleration, fuel economy and driver control. 

{ SUPER HANDLING }  With immense 

power, you need optimum handling. And the 

Legend boasts what is quite possibly the world’s 

ultimate handling system. In a world first, 

Honda has developed a futuristic system that 

controls like no other, called Super Handling 

All-Wheel Drive (SH-AWD). This 

groundbreaking technology is the only all-

wheel drive system that distributes the optimum 

amount of torque not only between the front 

and rear wheels, but also between the left and 

right rear wheels. SH-AWD goes a step beyond 

conventional all-wheel drive systems by actively 

controlling the torque delivered to each rear 

wheel during cornering. It also does something 

no other current all-wheel drive system in the 

world can do – increase the rotation speed of 

the outside rear wheel during assertive 

cornering, to help the car turn more effectively 

under power (see fig. 4). Such extraordinary 

handling is truly the stuff of Legend.  

{ RIDE }  Always trying to achieve a balance 

between power and weight, Honda’s engineers 

have developed an ultra rigid chassis and new 

suspension system specifically designed to 

work alongside the SH-AWD system. The 

carbon-fibre reinforced drive shaft and the 

entire four-wheel independent suspension 

system is constructed from lightweight 

materials (see fig. 5). The Legend has 

independent front double wishbone 

suspension with independent multi-link 

suspension at the rear. The aluminium 

suspension components minimise unsprung 

weight to allow for more supple and responsive 

suspension, as well as greater traction and 

handling on rough surfaces.

{ SUPREME SILENCE }  While the Legend 

has power and handling to negotiate winding 

roads at speed, it’s what’s inside that appeals to 

your senses as well. The Legend uses a 

sophisticated Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) 

system. This technology reduces intrusive, low 

frequency external noise by emitting an 

opposite phase signal through the speaker 

system. It does this by using two zmicrophones, 

one just behind the front overhead console, 

and the other just ahead of the overhead rear 

light module. The microphones capture low-

end drivetrain frequencies inside the cabin 

and send a signal to the ANC unit. The control 

unit then creates a precisely timed reverse 

phase audio signal that is sent to an amplifier, 

which powers the door speakers and the 

subwoofer positioned on the rear deck. The 

system operates whenever the car is running, 

regardless of whether the car’s sound system 

is on or off. 

{ VISION }  In a first for Honda, the Legend 

features Active Front lighting System (AFS) 

and Xenon, High Intensity Discharge (HID) 

headlights (see fig. 6). Designed to give increased 

illumination and visibility at night, AFS 

enables the left low-beam unit to swivel 20 

degrees to the left and the right low-beam to 

swivel 20 degrees to the right, according to 

input from the steering wheel and the vehicle’s 

speed sensors. This movement illuminates a 

larger area of road surface throughout a bend 

and around the corner of an intersection, 

minimising blind spots, giving the driver more 

time to react to a potential hazard. Xenon 

HID low-beam bulbs use a high voltage current 

that passes between two electrodes to create a 

plasma arc, giving them their brightness and 

‘daylight-like’ illumination. They provide a 

lighting pattern that has both a longer and 

wider illumination spread to that of traditional 

non-Xenon bulbs, and have a projected life 

span of 1500 hours, compared to 1000 hours 

for a normal tungsten bulb.

{ ABSOLUTE COMFORT } In the new 

Legend, luxury starts with the 8-way power 

driver’s seat, which lets you tailor your perfect 

driving position (see fig. 7). The indulgence 

continues with the quality leather†† interior, 

electric sunroof and an in-dash CD/DVD 

Audio, 6 disc changer, BOSE 10 speaker 

sound system (see fig. 8). To enhance your 

environment, the Legend has a climate control 

system that is both vertically and horizontally 

independent. This dual mode, dual zone 

system allows the driver and front passenger to 

set temperature and vent modes to their 

individual liking. It is so user focused that it 

facilitates temperature fine tuning between 

the upper and lower vents on each side. 

Meanwhile, a pair of large adjustable vents in 

the rear of the centre console keeps the rear 

seat area comfortable with subtle changes in 

airflow. The system further contributes to 

overall passenger comfort with its position-

sensing ability. Using solar sensors to 

determine the sun’s position, the system 

automatically adjusts the temperature and 

airflow accordingly. And to protect you from 

radiant heat, the Legend also has electric rear-

window and manual side window sunshades.

{ PROTECTION }  High performance 

should always be matched by high levels of 

safety, and the Legend is equipped with a 

comprehensive range of safety 

features. Starting with a braking 

system designed to provide optimal 

stopping power at both ends of the car, called 

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA). VSA utilises the 

Legend’s electronic Traction Control System 

and Anti-lock Brakes, together with yaw and 

longitudinal/lateral acceleration sensors which 

quickly detect if the vehicle is about to 

understeer or oversteer. If it senses this, VSA 

seamlessly reduces engine output and applies 

one or more brakes individually to stabilise 

the vehicle – before the driver becomes aware 

of it. Safety is further enhanced by Electronic 

Brake force Distribution, which automatically 

adjusts the front/rear brake pressure to suit 

conditions. Meanwhile, outstanding structural 

safety is provided by two Honda innovations 

Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) 

and G-Force Control technology (G-Con). 

ACE is designed to deliver significantly 

enhanced occupant protection in a variety of 

crash conditions, including a frontal collision. 

The ACE structure uses the engine 

compartment to efficiently absorb and disperse 

collision energy in a head-on vehicle-to-

vehicle impact. This greatly reduces the chance 

of deformation of the passenger compartment. 

ACE works in unison with G-Con technology 

(see fig. 9).  

G-Con ensures progressive crumple zones in 

the front and rear of the car absorb  

crash forces by progressively deforming, while 

a combination of high-tensile steel components 

contribute to a highly protective shell that 

protects from every direction. Working 

alongside this are the dual front i-SRS airbags, 

front passenger and driver side SRS airbags 

and rear and side SRS curtain airbags. The 

two front airbags possess dual stage and dual 

threshold technology, which activate according 

to impact severity. During a severe collision 

both stages fire at the same time to provide 

immediate inflation of the airbag, but during 

a moderate collision, the igniters fire in 

sequence, slowing the deployment rate of the 

airbags. As well, the Legend’s front passenger 

seat is equipped with our Occupant Position 

Detection System – a unique system designed 

to deactivate the side air bag if a small child 

leans into the side air bag deployment path. In 

a substantial side impact, the full-length side 

curtain airbags deploy from roof modules, 

providing head protection for front seat as 

well as outboard back seat passengers.

{ FURTHER SAFETY }  In another Honda 

first, all three rear seats of the Legend are 

equipped with special head restraints, for 

safety as well as comfort. When there are no 

passengers in the backseat, the driver can 

remotely lower the head restraints by means of 

a control in the overhead console. When 

passengers are travelling in the back, they can 

manually return the headrests to their upright 

positions. What’s more, safety is a priority 

even when reversing. Every Legend is equipped 

with an automatically activated, rear-mounted 

video camera and in-dash monitor, so you can 

clearly see what lies behind. 

{ POWER }  It begins under the bonnet, 

with the most powerful engine ever offered in 

a production Honda. The Legend is powered 

by a potent 3.5 litre, 24 valve, all-aluminium 

SOHC race-bred VTEC engine that produces 

an astonishing 217 kW of power at 6,200rpm, 

and 351 Nm at 5,000rpm  

(see fig. 1). A high inertia 

intake system, increased 

compression ratio, close-coupled catalytic 

converters and high flow exhaust help make 

the Legend the most powerful Honda ever sold 

in Australia. And not only is it extremely 

powerful, it achieves 11.8 litres per 100km†.  

{ CONTROL }  Meanwhile, the Legend’s 

Formula One inspired, 5-speed sequential 

shift automatic transmission lets the driver 

choose the convenience of a conventional 

automatic, or the thrill of manual changing. 

The manual mode is selected by moving the 

lever into the Sequential SportShift gate, with 

a forward or reverse nudge of the lever for up 

or downshifts (see fig. 2). Alternatively, the 

steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters let 

you change gears without taking your hands off 

the wheel (see fig. 3). The unit has the widest 

ratio spread of any 5-speed automatic 

transmission in its class, to maximise 

acceleration, fuel economy and driver control. 

{ SUPER HANDLING }  With immense 

power, you need optimum handling. And the 

Legend boasts what is quite possibly the world’s 

ultimate handling system. In a world first, 

Honda has developed a futuristic system that 

controls like no other, called Super Handling 

All-Wheel Drive (SH-AWD). This 

groundbreaking technology is the only all-

wheel drive system that distributes the optimum 

amount of torque not only between the front 

and rear wheels, but also between the left and 

right rear wheels. SH-AWD goes a step beyond 

conventional all-wheel drive systems by actively 

controlling the torque delivered to each rear 

wheel during cornering. It also does something 

no other current all-wheel drive system in the 

world can do – increase the rotation speed of 

the outside rear wheel during assertive 

cornering, to help the car turn more effectively 

under power (see fig. 4). Such extraordinary 

handling is truly the stuff of Legend.  

{ RIDE }  Always trying to achieve a balance 

between power and weight, Honda’s engineers 

have developed an ultra rigid chassis and new 

suspension system specifically designed to 

work alongside the SH-AWD system. The 

carbon-fibre reinforced drive shaft and the 

entire four-wheel independent suspension 

system is constructed from lightweight 

materials (see fig. 5). The Legend has 

independent front double wishbone 

suspension with independent multi-link 

suspension at the rear. The aluminium 

suspension components minimise unsprung 

weight to allow for more supple and responsive 

suspension, as well as greater traction and 

handling on rough surfaces.

{ SUPREME SILENCE }  While the Legend 

has power and handling to negotiate winding 

roads at speed, it’s what’s inside that appeals to 

your senses as well. The Legend uses a 

sophisticated Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) 

system. This technology reduces intrusive, low 

frequency external noise by emitting an 

opposite phase signal through the speaker 

system. It does this by using two microphones, 

one just behind the front overhead console, 

and the other just ahead of the overhead rear 

light module. The microphones capture low-

end drivetrain frequencies inside the cabin 

and send a signal to the ANC unit. The control 

unit then creates a precisely timed reverse 

phase audio signal that is sent to an amplifier, 

which powers the door speakers and the 

subwoofer positioned on the rear deck. The 

system operates whenever the car is running, 

regardless of whether the car’s sound system 

is on or off. 

{ VISION }  In a first for Honda, the Legend 

features Active Front lighting System (AFS) 

and Xenon, High Intensity Discharge (HID) 

headlights (see fig. 6). Designed to give increased 

illumination and visibility at night, AFS 

enables the left low-beam unit to swivel 20 

degrees to the left and the right low-beam to 

swivel 20 degrees to the right, according to 

input from the steering wheel and the vehicle’s 

speed sensors. This movement illuminates a 

larger area of road surface throughout a bend 

and around the corner of an intersection, 

minimising blind spots, giving the driver more 

time to react to a potential hazard. Xenon 

HID low-beam bulbs use a high voltage current 

that passes between two electrodes to create a 

plasma arc, giving them their brightness and 

‘daylight-like’ illumination. They provide a 

lighting pattern that has both a longer and 

wider illumination spread to that of traditional 

non-Xenon bulbs, and have a projected life 

span of 1500 hours, compared to 1000 hours 

for a normal tungsten bulb.

 { ABSOLUTE COMFORT } In the new 

Legend, luxury starts with the 8-way power 

driver’s seat, which lets you tailor your perfect 

driving position (see fig. 7). The indulgence 

continues with the quality leather†† interior, 

electric sunroof and an in-dash CD/DVD 

Audio, 6 disc changer, BOSE 10 speaker 

sound system (see fig. 8). To enhance your 

environment, the Legend has a climate control 

system that is both vertically and horizontally 

independent. This dual mode, dual zone 

system allows the driver and front passenger to 

set temperature and vent modes to their 

individual liking. It is so user focused that it 

facilitates temperature fine tuning between 

the upper and lower vents on each side. 

Meanwhile, a pair of large adjustable vents  

in the rear of the centre console keeps the  

rear seat area comfortable with subtle changes 

in airflow. 

The system 

f u r t h e r 

contributes to overall passenger comfort with 

its position-sensing ability. Using solar sensors 

to determine the sun’s position, the system 

automatically adjusts the temperature  

and airflow accordingly. And to protect you 

from radiant heat, the Legend also has electric 

rear-window and manual side window 

sunshades.

{ PROTECTION }  High performance 

should always be matched by high levels of 

safety, and the Legend is equipped with a 

comprehensive range of safety features. 

Starting with a braking system designed to 

provide optimal stopping power at both ends 

of the car, called Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA). 

VSA utilises the Legend’s electronic Traction 

Control System and Anti-lock Brakes, together 

with yaw and longitudinal/lateral acceleration 

sensors which quickly detect if the vehicle is 

about to understeer or oversteer. If it senses 

this, VSA seamlessly reduces engine output 

and applies one or more brakes individually to 

stabilise the vehicle – before the driver becomes 

aware of it. Safety is further enhanced by 

Electronic Brake force Distribution, which 

automatically adjusts the front/rear brake 

pressure to suit conditions. Meanwhile, 

outstanding structural safety is provided by 

two Honda innovations Advanced 

Compatibility Engineering (ACE) and G-

Force Control technology (G-Con). ACE is 

designed to deliver significantly enhanced 

occupant protection in a variety of crash 

conditions, including a frontal collision. The 

ACE structure uses the engine compartment 

to efficiently absorb and disperse collision 

energy in a head-on vehicle-to-vehicle impact. 

This greatly reduces the chance of deformation 

of the passenger compartment. ACE works in 

unison with G-Con technology (see fig. 9).  

G-Con ensures progressive crumple zones in 

the front and rear of the car absorb  

crash forces by progressively deforming, while 

a combination of high-tensile steel components 

contribute to a highly protective shell that 

protects from every direction. Working 

alongside this are the dual front i-SRS airbags, 

front passenger and driver side SRS airbags 

and rear and side SRS curtain airbags. The 

two front airbags possess dual stage and dual 

threshold technology, which activate according 

to impact severity. During a severe collision 

{ POWER }  It begins under the bonnet, 

with the most powerful engine ever offered in 

a production Honda. The Legend is powered 

by a potent 3.5 litre, 24 valve, all-aluminium 

SOHC race-bred VTEC engine that produces 

an astonishing 217 kW of power at 6,200rpm, 

and 351 Nm at 5,000rpm (see fig. 1).  

A high inertia intake system, increased 

compression ratio, close-coupled catalytic 

converters and high flow exhaust help make 

the Legend the most powerful Honda ever sold 

in Australia. And not only is it extremely 

powerful, it achieves 11.8 litres per 100km†.  

{ CONTROL }  Meanwhile, the Legend’s 

Formula One inspired, 5-speed sequential 

shift automatic transmission lets the driver 

choose the convenience of a conventional 

automatic, or the thrill of manual changing. 

The manual mode is selected by moving the 

lever into the Sequential SportShift gate, with 

a forward or reverse 

nudge of the lever for up 

or downshifts (see fig. 2). 

Alternatively, the steering wheel-mounted 

paddle shifters let you change gears without 

taking your hands off the wheel (see fig. 3). The 

unit has the widest ratio spread of any 5-speed 

automatic transmission in its class, to maximise 

acceleration, fuel economy and driver control. 

{ SUPER HANDLING }  With immense 

power, you need optimum handling. And the 

Legend boasts what is quite possibly the world’s 

ultimate handling system. In a world first, 

Honda has developed a futuristic system that 

controls like no other, called Super Handling 

All-Wheel Drive (SH-AWD). This 

groundbreaking technology is the only all-

wheel drive system that distributes the optimum 

amount of torque not only between the front 

and rear wheels, but also between the left and 

right rear wheels. SH-AWD goes a step beyond 

conventional all-wheel drive systems by actively 

controlling the torque delivered to each rear 

wheel during cornering. It also does something 

no other current all-wheel drive system in the 

world can do – increase the rotation speed of 

the outside rear wheel during assertive 

cornering, to help the car turn more effectively 

under power (see fig. 4). Such extraordinary 

handling is truly the stuff of Legend.  

{ RIDE }  Always trying to achieve a balance 

between power and weight, Honda’s engineers 

have developed an ultra rigid chassis and new 

suspension system specifically designed to 

work alongside the SH-AWD system. The 

carbon-fibre reinforced drive shaft and the 

entire four-wheel independent suspension 

system is constructed from lightweight 

materials (see fig. 5). The Legend has 

independent front double wishbone 

suspension with independent multi-link 

suspension at the rear. The alum
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{ THE DREAM }

To create a performance car that feels like a luxury car.



{ INTRODUCING }	 The Honda Legend is here. Offering a tantalising 

combination of breathtaking performance and lavish design, this may  

well be the ultimate luxury performer. The culmination of years 

of development, the Legend is a showcase for Honda innovations.  

From its world-beating handling system to its sumptuously appointed 

interior, it’s packed with features. To give you a taste of what the  

Legend has to offer, we’ve compiled this concise guide. Or, as the Latin  

form of legend denotes, ‘things to be read’.  





POWER | 217kW V6 performance

{ POWER }	 Whatever road you’re travelling on in the Legend, it’s 

more than capable of cruising at a very generous tempo indeed.  

And that’s whether you’re simply maintaining speed on uphill grinds,  

or requiring an extra burst of power when overtaking say, a triple-semi.  

All thanks to the astonishing 217kW of power and 351Nm of torque  

produced by its 24 valve, 3.5 litre, SOHC VTEC V6 engine. Or, put another 

way, the most powerful production engine we’ve ever built.  



{ SUPER HANDLING }	  Imagine you’re cruising along a country road,  

at pace. Suddenly you hit a sharp bend, yet you feel no loss of steering or 

control. You’ve just experienced Honda’s Super Handling All-Wheel Drive. 

The world’s first system to distribute power not only between the front and 

rear wheels, but also between the left and right rear wheels. In addition the 

outside rear wheel can be sped up to generate greater turning force in a tight 

corner. Ah, the power of lateral thinking.  

SUPER HANDLING | Ultimate cornering





{ COMFORT }	 Sit back and relax - you’re in  

the Legend. In here, luxury starts instantly  

with the 8-way power driver’s seat, with two 

programmable memory settings, so you can  tailor 

your perfect driving position. The indulgence 

continues with the quality leather† seats. From 

there, take a moment to contemplate the serenity, 

courtesy of Active Noise Cancellation, which 

reduces external sounds, so the only thing you 

hear is your state of the art, in-dash CD/DVD 

Audio (with 6 disc changer) BOSE 10 speaker 

sound system.   

COMFORT | Audio excellence

 † Leather trim includes some PVC vinyl.



{ CONTROL }	 Something that comes in ample supply in the Legend  

is control. While power is delivered smoothly from engine to road, thanks  

to the 5-speed sequential shift automatic transmission, full control is directly 

in your hands. Alternatively, changing gears manually is a dream with the 

centre console ‘gun grip’ shift knob. While the steering wheel mounted 

paddle shift controls let you change gears without taking your hands off  

the wheel, for the ultimate in Formula One inspired performance.  

CONTROL | Gripping gear shifting



{ STYLE }	  As you can see, the Legend’s exterior styling perfectly 

complements its high-performance character. Its aggressive yet elegant 

form allows it to split the wind with grace. But of course, its exterior design 

features aren’t just for show. Take the Legend’s Active Front lighting System 

(AFS) and High Intensity Discharge headlights. Depending on which way 

the car is turning, AFS enables either one of the ‘daylight-like’ headlights  

to swivel outwards, to light up larger areas of road surface on bends.  

STYLE | Streamlined elegance





{ SAFETY }	 With so much power in your hands, it’s comforting to know 

the Legend has safety to match. An array of advanced technologies ensure 

safe braking in all conditions. While Honda innovations like Advanced 

Compatibility Engineering and G-Force Control technology provide 

outstanding structural safety. These innovations combined with multiple 

airbags, deliver optimum occupant protection in the event of a collision.  

What’s more, a rear-mounted video camera and in-dash monitor even 

allow for safer reversing.  

SAFETY | Complete protection



{ GUIDANCE	 }	While you’re enjoying the precise handling and power of the 

Legend, it’s comforting to know you will always end up at your destination. 

The satellite navigation system in the Legend is highly sophisticated and will 

keep track of wherever you’re going. The embedded calendar function  

will also remind you if you have a meeting or event coming up. Every function 

is purposely designed so you can focus on the road and enjoy every second  

of the drive.  

GUIDANCE | Destination Everywhere



PIC TO BUY

{ ENVIRONMENT	 }	 At Honda, our objective is to leave the smallest  

footprint on the planet. To reach this goal, we are enhancing our  

environmental conservation activities and strengthening our efforts to 

become a leader in the development and use of environmentally sound 

practices and products. The Legend encapsulates this philosophy from its 

Low Emission Vehicle status, right down to the use of water-based paint to 

further minimise its impact on the environment. 

ENVIRONMENT | Global awareness



{ SERVICE }	 As a Legend owner you’ll enjoy peace of mind, always.  

Your Legend comes with a 3 year/100,000km warranty, including a 3 year 

paint protection warranty and a 6 year rust perforation warranty. Meanwhile, 

our Dealer network will help you keep your Legend in peak condition. What’s 

more, as a Legend owner you’re entitled to exclusive membership of Honda’s 

Total Luxury Care Program, 5-year subscription to Honda, The Magazine 

and access to our renowned after-sales website, HondaOne.  

SERVICE | Honda Care



{ EXTRA ELEGANCE }  With a car as magnificently finished as the Legend, 

it’s hard to imagine that anymore could be added. But of course,  

everything can be enhanced – even the Legend. So to help you tailor  

your Legend to suit your idea of perfection, a broad range of  

Genuine Honda Accessories are available. From sporty rear tail spoilers to 

elegant 4-spoke steering wheels, there are many stylish ways to personalise 

your Legend, both inside and out.  

Rear tail spoiler

Steering wheel, 4-spoke (available in black, grey or beige 
premium leather† and woodgrain look)

Select knob (available in black, grey or beige premium 
leather† and woodgrain look)

Tailored mat set (available in black, grey or beige)

 † Leather trim includes some PVC vinyl.

Accessories shown:  rear tail spoiler,
body coloured mud guards and rear parking sensors.



POWERTRAIN

Engine ............................................................ V6 - SOHC

Capacity ......................................................3.5 litre, 3473cc

Max power ............................................... 217kW @ 6200rpm

Max torque ............................................ 351Nm @ 5000rpm 

Control system ......................................Honda Programmed  

- Fuel Injection (PGM-FI) 

Super Handling All-Wheel Drive (SH-AWD) ........................√ 

Automatic transmission .................... 5-speed with Paddle Shift 

  & Grade Logic Control

Fuel type - 95 RON unleaded ............................................√

Drive by wire throttle........................................................ √

CHASSIS

Body type ......................................................... Monocoque

Front suspension ........................................ Double wishbone

Rear suspension ..................................................Multi-link

Stabiliser bars .................................................. Front & rear

Power steering .................................................................√

Wheel type ................................................................  Alloy

Front brakes ......................................................Vented disc

Rear brakes  ......................................................Vented disc

EXTERIOR

Bumpers .......................................................Body coloured

Electric sunroof ..............................................................√

Fog lights .......................................................................√

Front wiper ..........2-speed variable intermittent & rain sensitive

Headlights .................................................................HID

Active headlights ......................................................... AFS

Automatic headlights .......................................................√

Keyless entry ...................................................................√

Heated power door mirrors .......Body coloured (with indicators)

Rear window demister .......................................................√

INTERIOR

Accessory power outlet .....................................................√

Air conditioning .............Dual mode, dual zone climate control

Central locking ...............................................................√

Cruise control .................................................................√

Front seat - power adjustment ..........(8-way) Driver & passenger

Glovebox - illuminated ....................................................√

Head restraints ............................................................... 5

Lights-on warning ...........................................................√

Low fuel warning ............................................................√	

Active Noise Cancellation .................................................√

Outside temperature display ..............................................√

Power windows ............................................... Auto up/down

Seat back pocket ..............................................................√

Seatbelt height adjuster ............................................... Front

Driver’s seat .......................................2x memory adjustment

Rear seats............................................ 60/40 split fold down

Seat trim material ..................................................Leather†

Heated seats ....................................Driver & front passenger 

Steering column .......................... Tilt & telescopic adjustment

Tachometer ....................................................................√

Vanity mirror ..............................Driver & passenger sunvisor

Windows ......................................................Heat absorbing

Woodgrain trim ..............................................................√

SAFETY FEATURES

Airbag i-SRS - front ......................... Driver & front passenger

Airbag SRS - side .............................. Driver & front passenger

Airbag SRS - curtain .......................................... Front & rear

Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) ........................√ 

G-Force Control technology (G-Con) .................................√

Anti-lock Brakes (ABS) ......................With EBD & Brake assist

Traction Control (TCS) ....................................................√

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) .............................................√

Reversing camera .............................................................√

Child safety seat anchorages ............................................... 3

Convex door mirror ..........................Driver & front passenger

Front seatbelt pretensioners .............................. Belt & buckle

Fuel tank roll-over valve ...................................................√

Immobiliser system ..........................................................√

Progressive crumple zones .................................. Front & rear

Seatbelt reminder ..................................................... Driver

Front seatbelts .................................................3-point ELR

Rear seatbelts ................................................. 3-point ALR 

Security alarm system .......................................................√

Side impact protection .....................................................√

Steering column ..................................Energy absorbing type

Park brake ..................................................... Foot operated

DIMENSIONS

Length ................................................................4955mm

Width .................................................................. 1845mm

Height ................................................................ 1450mm

Ground clearance - laden .........................................145mm

Weight - tare ..........................................................1855kg

Wheel size ...............................................................17 x 8J

Tyre size .................................................. 235/50R17 100W

Towing capacity .............................Trailer with brakes 1300kg

............................................... Trailer without brakes 750kg

Seating capacity .............................................................. 5

Fuel economy - combined .........................11.8 litres / 100km††

Fuel tank capacity ....................................................73 litres

AUDIO

6 CD stacker with MP3, DVD Audio and WMA Compatibility. √ 

Front speakers ...............................................................2

Rear speakers ................................................................. 2

Centre speaker ................................................................1

Front tweeters ................................................................. 2

Rear tweeters .................................................................. 2

Subwoofer ..................................................................... 1

Steering wheel audio controls ............................................√

Antenna - in-glass type ....................................................√

COLOURS

Exterior .............................................................. Interior

Premium White Pearl .................................................. Ivory

Lakeshore Silver Metallic ............................................ Grey

Graphite Pearl ......................................................... Black

Nighthawk Black Pearl ................................................ Ivory

Royal Ruby Red Pearl  ................................................ Ivory

Desert Mist Metallic .................................................... Ivory

Opulent Blue Pearl ................................................... Black

Super Platinum Silver*  ..............................................Grey

{ SPECIFICATIONS }	 	
A more detailed list of ‘things to be read’.

 † Leather trim includes some PVC vinyl. †† The fuel consumption figures quoted in this brochure are based on ADR81/01 test results. You may experience different results depending on 
driving conditions and the condition of the vehicle. * Super Platinum Silver paint at additional cost.

 FROM THE LATIN, ‘THINGS TO BE READ.’

 

POWERTRAIN

Engine ............................................................ V6 - SOHC

Capacity ......................................................3.5 litre, 3473cc

Max power ............................................... 217kW @ 6200rpm

Max torque ............................................ 351Nm @ 5000rpm 

Control system ......................................Honda Programmed  

- Fuel Injection (PGM-FI) 

Super Handling All-Wheel Drive (SH-AWD) ........................√ 

Automatic transmission .................... 5-speed with Paddle Shift 

  & Grade Logic Control

Fuel type - 95 RON unleaded ............................................√

Drive by wire throttle........................................................ √

CHASSIS

Body type ......................................................... Monocoque

Front suspension ........................................ Double wishbone

Rear suspension ..................................................Multi-link

Stabiliser bars .................................................. Front & rear

Power steering .................................................................√

Wheel type ................................................................  Alloy

Front brakes ......................................................Vented disc

Rear brakes  ......................................................Vented disc

EXTERIOR

Bumpers .......................................................Body coloured

Electric sunroof ..............................................................√

Fog lights .......................................................................√

Front wiper ..........2-speed variable intermittent & rain sensitive

Headlights .................................................................HID

Active headlights ......................................................... AFS

Automatic headlights .......................................................√

Keyless entry ...................................................................√

Heated power door mirrors .......Body coloured (with indicators)

Rear window demister .......................................................√

INTERIOR

Accessory power outlet .....................................................√

Active Noise Cancellation .................................................√

Air conditioning .............Dual mode, dual zone climate control

Central locking ...............................................................√

Cruise control .................................................................√

Driver’s seat .......................................2x memory adjustment

Front seat - power adjustment ..........(8-way) Driver & passenger

Glovebox - illuminated ....................................................√

Head restraints ............................................................... 5

Heated seats ....................................Driver & front passenger 

Lights-on warning ...........................................................√

Low fuel warning ............................................................√	

Lumbar support  .............................  Driver & front passenger

Outside temperature display ..............................................√

Power windows ............................................... Auto up/down

Satellite navigation ..........................................................√

Seat back pocket ..............................................................√

Seatbelt height adjuster ............................................... Front

Seat trim material ..................................................Leather†

Steering column .......................... Tilt & telescopic adjustment

Tachometer ....................................................................√

Vanity mirror ..............................Driver & passenger sunvisor

Windows ......................................................Heat absorbing

Woodgrain trim ..............................................................√

SAFETY FEATURES

Airbag i-SRS - front ......................... Driver & front passenger

Airbag SRS - side .............................. Driver & front passenger

Airbag SRS - curtain .......................................... Front & rear

G-Force Control technology (G-Con) .................................√

Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) ........................√ 

Anti-lock Brakes (ABS) ......................With EBD & Brake assist

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) with Traction Control (TCS) .....√

Reversing camera .............................................................√

Child safety seat anchorages ............................................... 3

Convex door mirror ..........................Driver & front passenger

Front seatbelt pretensioners .............................. Belt & buckle

Fuel tank roll-over valve ...................................................√

Immobiliser system ..........................................................√

Progressive crumple zones .................................. Front & rear

Seatbelt reminder ..................................................... Driver

Front seatbelts .................................................3-point ELR

Rear seatbelts .......................................... 3-point ELR/ALR 

Security alarm system .......................................................√

Side impact protection .....................................................√

Steering column ..................................Energy absorbing type

Park brake ..................................................... Foot operated

DIMENSIONS

Length ................................................................4955mm

Width .................................................................. 1845mm

Height ................................................................ 1450mm

Ground clearance - laden .........................................145mm

Weight - tare ..........................................................1855kg

Wheel size ...............................................................17 x 8J

Tyre size .................................................. 235/50R17 100W

Towing capacity .............................Trailer with brakes 1300kg

............................................... Trailer without brakes 750kg

Seating capacity .............................................................. 5

Fuel economy - combined .........................11.8 litres / 100km††

Fuel tank capacity ....................................................73 litres

AUDIO

6 CD stacker with MP3, DVD Audio and WMA Compatibility ..√ 

Front speakers ...............................................................2

Rear speakers ................................................................. 2

Centre speaker ................................................................1

Front tweeters ................................................................. 2

Rear tweeters .................................................................. 2

Subwoofer ..................................................................... 1

Steering wheel audio controls ............................................√

Antenna - in-glass type ....................................................√

COLOURS

Exterior .............................................................. Interior

Premium White Pearl .................................................. Ivory

Lakeshore Silver Metallic ............................................ Grey

Graphite Pearl ......................................................... Black

Nighthawk Black Pearl ................................................ Ivory

Royal Ruby Red Pearl  ................................................ Ivory

Desert Mist Metallic .................................................... Ivory

Opulent Blue Pearl ................................................... Black

Super Platinum Silver*  ..............................................Grey

{ SPECIFICATIONS }	 	
A more detailed list of ‘things to be read’.

 † Leather trim includes some PVC vinyl. †† The fuel consumption figures quoted in this brochure are based on ADR81/01 test results. You may experience different results depending on 
driving conditions and the condition of the vehicle. * Super Platinum Silver paint at additional cost.

 FROM THE LATIN, ‘THINGS TO BE READ.’



* Super Platinum Silver paint at additional cost.

Royal Ruby Red Pearl Opulent Blue Pearl 

Graphite Pearl Desert Mist Metallic

Premium White Pearl Lakeshore Silver Metallic

Nighthawk Black Pearl Super Platinum Silver*

{ COLOURS }

Honda Australia Pty. Ltd. ACN 004 759 611 ABN 66 004 759 611. 95 Sharps Road, Tullamarine, Victoria, 3043.

 Freecall 1800 804 954 honda.com.au


